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??This study conducted time studies of thinning and clear cutting operations conducted by a new work party, and compared 
productivities and costs of thinning and clear cutting operations with similar stand conditions conducted by N Forest Owner’s 
Co-operative. As a result, productivities and costs of thinning and clear cutting operations conducted by the new work party 
were lower and higher than those conducted by the Co-operative. However, those were higher and lower than average values 
in Japan. Furthermore, the decreased member of the new work party from three workers of the thinning operation in July to 
two workers of the clear cutting operations in November reduced the differences of costs between the new work party and the 
Co-operative from the thinning operation in July to the clear cutting operation in November. However, waiting times were 
increased from the thinning operation in July to the clear cutting operation in November. The increased waiting times caused 
lower operating rate of forestry machinery. In order to increase operational efficiencies, it is crucial to reduce waiting times and 
increase operating rate of forestry machinery.
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??? N?????5? ??? N?????4?
???? 2014?? 2010?? 2010?? 2010?? 2014?? 2013??
??? 8??? 1?? 10??? 2?? 10??? 3?? 10??? 1?? 216?? 85?? 39??? 15??
?? ?? ??? ?? ??? ?? ?? ??
????(?) 97 3 ? ? ? ? ?
??(?) 85833575
????(ha) 0.92 3.09 1.85 1.41 0.15 1.23
??????(°) 82035103
????(m/ha) 284762113652
??????(cm) 19 15 32 27 34 25 33
????(m) 21 17 19 20 20 24 25
?????(m3/?) 0.37 0.21 0.70 0.63 0.82 0.64 1.00
????(?/ha) 2,000 67 1,000 1,200 800 1,600 800
??(m3/ha) 740 14 700 756 656 1,024 797
?????????(cm) 18 14 26 19 29 31 30
???????(m) 22 15 16 17 19 23 23
????????(m3) 0.43 0.08 0.40 0.25 0.59 0.63 0.89
??????(m3/?) 0.28 ? 0.32 0.20 0.47 0.57 0.80
??????(?) 64 ? 79 90 90
?????(?) 46 19 30 42 25 ? ?
?????(?) 53 7 17 16 18 ? ?
????(m3/ha) 392 1 120 125 118 1,024 711

































??????????? 2014? 7? 16??1?? 26
? 48???22??4?? 32? 33???? 2?????


























22?? 2?? 9? 39??7,779??????
?22????????????????????? 1
























????? 21"( 7.1 ) 
?? 75"( 25.1 ) 
???? 56"( 18.6 ) 
?? 16"( 5.3 ) 
????? 46"( 15.3 ) 
??? 44"( 14.7 ) 
???? 13"( 4.3 ) 
???? 14"( 4.8 ) 
???? 14"( 4.8 ) 
?? 5'01"( 100.0 ) 
??????(?) 9   
??????(m) 17.26   
???(m/??) 5.99   
???????(?/?) 168   
???(m3/??) 5.90   
???????????????????????
???????????????????
?? ?????????????????????????????? ?? ??
??? N?????5?
??? ??? ?? ????
?????????? 47"( 21.7 ) 26"( 45.7 ) 32"( 31.7 ) 65"( 15.3 ) 
???? 48"( 22.4 ) ?( ? ) 20"( 20.3 ) 26"( 6.1 ) 
???? 31"( 14.6 ) 10"( 17.3 ) 8"( 8.5 ) 38"( 9.0 ) 
????? 23"( 10.8 ) ?( ? ) 6"( 6.3 ) 15"( 3.5 ) 
?? 1"( 0.3 ) ?( ? ) 0"( 0.2) ?( ? ) 
?????? ?( ? ) ?( ? ) ?( ?) 5( 1.2 ) 
???? 2'31"( 69.7 ) 37"( 63.0 ) 1'08"( 66.9 )2'29"( 35.1 ) 
??????? ?( ? ) 6"( 9.6 ) 4"( 4.0 )4'36"( 64.9 ) 
?? ?( ? ) ?( ? ) ?( ?) ?( ? ) 
???? ?( ? ) 6"( 9.6 ) 4"( 4.0 )4'36"( 64.9 ) 
??? 4"( 2.5 ) 2"( 2.2 ) 2"( 2.4 ) ?( ? ) 
?? 49"( 27.8 ) 19"( 25.1 ) 27"( 26.7 ) ?( ? ) 
?? 3'24"( 100.0 ) 1'02"( 100.0 ) 1'41"(100.0 )7'05"(100.0 ) 
???????(?) 22   55   77  19   
?????(m3/?) 0.43   0.08   0.32  0.47   











??? 7? 22?? 38? 47??2,327??????
?22????????????????????? 2































































?? ?( ? ) 6"( 3.4 ) 
??? 40"( 20.2 ) 20"( 11.4 ) 
??????? 1'19"( 39.4 ) 64"( 36.6 ) 
??? 42"( 21.3 ) 63"( 36.0 ) 
???? 29"( 14.9 ) 22"( 12.6 ) 
??? 8"( 4.2 ) ?( ? ) 
???? 3'18"( 100.0 ) 2'55"( 100.0 ) 
???????(?) 15   32   
??????(m3/?) 0.07   ?
????(?/?) 4   ?
??????(m3/?) 0.28   0.59   
??????(?) 64   ?
???(m3/??) 5.00   12.14   
??????? 1'09"( 47.2 ) 
??? 48"( 33.0 ) 
?????? 15"( 10.8 ) 
?? 13"( 9.0 ) 
?? 2'25"( 100.0 ) 
???????(?) 16   
?????(m3/?) 0.43   
???(m3/??) 10.62   
??????(m3/?) 0.28   







































5? 8m3/???7??2007? 7m3/???8??2008? 5
? 8m3/???9??2010? 4? 6m3/???11??2011
? 5? 7m3/???12??????????????
????????????????? 10?????






















? ? ??? ?????????????????????????? ?? ??
??? N?????5?
??? 1'58"( 3.6 ) 2'12"( 8.8 ) 
??????????? 1'38"( 3.0 ) 1'32"( 6.2 ) 
???????????? 38'47"( 71.0 ) ?( ? ) 
???? ?( ? ) 10'30"( 42.3 ) 
???? 30"( 0.9 ) 1'21"( 5.4 ) 
??? 1'48"( 3.3 ) 1'47"( 7.2 ) 
???? 9'55"( 18.2 ) 7'28"( 30.1 ) 
?? 54'36"( 100.0 ) 24'50"( 100.0 ) 
???????(?) 1   6   
?????(m3/?) 4.47   4.34   
??????(m) 53.80   155.2   
??????(m/?) 0.46   1.24   
??????(m/?) 0.50   1.39   








































??????????? 2014? 11? 13??4??
10? 9???19??5?? 39? 3???? 2?????































? 13?? 1?? 40? 2??6,002???11? 19??
2?? 2? 34??7,354??????
?13??19??????????????????




























? ? ?????????????? ??????
??? ??? N?????5?
????? 5.90 5.19 
?? 2.80 3.14 
?? 6.81 5.19 
?? 5.00 12.14 
?? 4.91 10.56 
?? 0.96 1.34 
(m3/??) 5.73 8.05 
????????????????
??? N?????4?
????? 14"( 11.0 ) 1'15"( 38.5 ) 
?????(???) 8"( 6.1 ) ?( ? ) 
?? 38"( 28.7 ) 35"( 18.0 ) 
???? 13"( 9.9 ) 30"( 15.5 ) 
???? ?( ? ) 7"( 3.7 ) 
?? 29"( 22.3 ) 17"( 8.6 ) 
????? 17"( 13.1 ) 7"( 3.4 ) 
??? 5"( 3.9 ) 22"( 11.0 ) 
??? 1"( 3.2 ) ?( ? ) 
???? 2"( 1.8 ) 2"( 1.1 ) 
?? 2'11"( 100.0 ) 3'15"( 100.0 ) 
??????(?) 7   30   
??????(m) 38.90   29.00   
???(m/??) 13.78   18.42   
???????(?/?) 119.00   45.00   







13?? 1?? 5? 43??3,924???11? 19?? 57
? 20??3,440??????
?13??19??????????????????
























  ???  N?????4? 
 11? 13? 11? 19? ?? ???? 
?????????? 44"( 6.1 ) 22"( 17.5 ) 24"( 12.5 ) 51"( 17.3 ) 
????  21"( 2.9 )  14"( 11.1 ) 14"( 7.5 ) 17"( 5.6 ) 
??? ?( ? ) ?( ? ) ?( ? ) 5"( 1.7 ) 
???? 33"( 4.6 ) 13"( 10.4 )  15"( 7.8 ) 29"( 9.7 ) 
?????  30"( 4.2 ) 6"( 4.5 )  8"( 4.4 ) 16"( 5.2 ) 
?? ?( ? )  ?( ? )  ?( ? ) 9"( 3.1 ) 
??? ?( ? ) ?( ? ) ?( ? ) 11"( 3.7 ) 
???? 2'08"( 17.7 ) 55"( 43.5 ) 1'01"( 32.2 ) 2'17"( 46.4 ) 
???????  ?( ? )  ?( ? )  ?( ? ) 9"( 3.1 ) 
??   ?( ? )  ?( ? )  ?( ? ) 4"( 1.2 ) 
????  ?( ? )  ?( ? )  ?( ? ) 13"( 4.4 ) 
?? 9'44"( 80.9 ) 1"10"( 56.3 ) 2'28"( 67.2 ) 2'26"( 49.2 ) 
??? 10"( 1.4 ) 0"( 0.2 ) 1"( 0.7 )  ?( ? ) 
?? 12'01"( 100.0 ) 2'05"( 100.0 ) 3'14"( 100.0 ) 4'56"( 100.0 ) 
???????(?) 8   59   67   57   
?????(m3/?) 0.50   0.74   0.71   0.93   
?????(m3/??) 2.49   21.27   13.18   11.83   
 
  
  ???  N?????4? 
 11? 13? 11? 19? ?? ???? 
??? 10"( 2.8 ) 13"( 5.8 ) 12"( 4.2 ) 14"( 7.0 ) 
??? 52"( 14.6 ) ( ) 22"( 7.8 ) ?( ? ) 
??????? 1'32"( 27.3 ) 1'27"( 38.1 ) 1'29"( 31.6 ) 1'28"( 44.3 ) 
???????? 10"( 2.9 ) 11"( 4.9 ) 11"( 3.8 ) ?( ? ) 
???? 13"( 3.6 ) 11"( 4.7 ) 12"( 4.1 ) 10"( 4.8 ) 
??? 1"( 0.2 ) 4"( 1.6 ) 2"( 0.8 ) 1'21"( 40.6 ) 
???? 2'58"( 51.4 ) 2'06"( 55.1 ) 2'28"( 52.3 ) 3'13"( 96.7 ) 
?? 3"( 0.7 ) ?( ?
? ?
 ) 1"( 0.4 ) ?( ? ) 
??(???) 13"( 1.4 ) ?( ? ) 2"( 0.7 ) ?( ? ) 
???? 20"( 5.6 ) 1'18"( 34.0 )  53"( 18.8 ) ?( ? ) 
????? 35"( 9.8 ) 21"( 9.0 )  27"( 9.5 ) ?( ? ) 
?? 1'04"( 17.8 ) ?( ? ) 27"( 6.9 ) ?( ? ) 
???? 46"( 13.0 ) ?( ? ) 20"( 9.4 ) 7"( 3.3 ) 
??? 6"( 0.0 ) 5"( 2.0 ) 5"( 1.9 ) ?( ? ) 
???? 5'57"( 100.0 ) 3'49"( 100.0 ) 4'43"( 100.0 ) 3'19"( 100.0 ) 
???????(?) 11   15   26   66   
??????(m3/?) 0.11   0.13   0.13   0.12   
????(?/?) 3.6   5.8   4.9   6.7   
??????(m3/?) 0.38   0.76   0.60   0.78   
??????(?) 90   90   90   90   






???????? 11????????? 11? 19?







































11? 19?? 21? 04??1,264??????
?19??????????????????? 1?















??? 4'21"( 9.3 ) 7'24"( 20.9 )
???????????? 28'54"( 61.6 ) ?( ? )
???? ?( ? ) 9'24"( 26.5 )
???? ?( ? ) 12"( 0.6 )
??? 2'56"( 6.2 ) 7'03"( 19.9 )
???? 10'32"( 22.9 ) 7'22"( 20.8 )
?? ?( ? ) 1'13"( 3.4 )
???? ?( ? ) 2'50"( 8.0 )
??? ?( ? ) ?( ? )







??? 3'24"( 32.2 ) 
??? 1'00"( 9.5 ) 
??? 4'37"( 43.8 ) 
?? 57"( 8.9 ) 
?? 21"( 3.3 ) 
??? 14"( 2.2 ) 
?? 10'32"( 100.0 ) 
???????(?) 2   
???(?) 39   
??????(m3/?) 0.13   
????(m3/?) 5.05   
???????(?/?) 71   























































/???????? N???????? CM?? /???
?? 14?????? NM?????????????
??? OE?? /m3????????? 15??
(30)





??????? 2006? 5,600? /m3???7??2007
? 7,000 ? /m3 ? ??8??2008 ? 5,400 ? 6,800 ? /
m3???9??2010? 6,000? 7,000? /m3???11??






















????? 2006? 4,300? /m3???????? 3,500
? /m3???????? 4,000? /m3???7??2009




































?? ???? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ????
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ??
(??) (??/?) (?) (?/?) ?? ?? (?/??) (?/??) (?/??) 
??????????? ?? ?????????? 7,992 224 6 1,080 0.9 0.38 0.045 447 0 2,489 
??????????? ?? ????? 10,584 0 6 1,200 0.9 0.50 0.050 718 3,217 0 
?????? ???? ?? 150 0 3 900 0.9 0.85 0.065 234 342 0 
????? ?? ?? 19,332 540 6 1,080 0.9 0.43 0.045 607 0 6,000 
????? ?? ?? 19,332 0 6 1,080 0.9 0.43 0.045 607 5,765 0 
????? ???? ?? 7,560 211 6 780 0.9 0.42 0.046 623 3,201 3,246 




??? N?????5? ??? N?????4?
????? 672 834 252 118 
????* 1,032 1,193 1,334 808 
?? 740 1,199 ? 640 
??** 2,909 569 1,250 786 
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